In the present work, the structure, stress state and phase composition of MeN/SiN x (Me = Zr, Cr, Al) multilayered films with the thickness of elementary layers in nanoscale range, as well as their stability to high temperature oxidation, were studied. Monolithic (reference) and multilayered films were deposited on Si substrates at the temperatures of 300 • C (ZrN/SiN x and AlN/SiN x systems) or 450 • C (CrN/SiN x ) by reactive magnetron sputtering. The thickness ratios of MeN to SiN x were 5 nm/2 nm, 5 nm/5 nm, 5 nm/10 nm and 2 nm/5 nm. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM), X-ray Reflectivity (XRR) and X-ray Diffraction (XRD) testified to the uniform alternation of MeN and SiN x layers with sharp interlayer boundaries. It was observed that MeN sublayers have a nanocrystalline structure with (001) preferred orientation at 5 nm, but are X-ray amorphous at 2 nm, while SiN x sublayers are always X-ray amorphous. The stability of the coatings to oxidation was investigated by in situ XRD analysis (at the temperature range of 400-950 • C) along with the methods of wavelength-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (WDS) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) after air annealing procedure. Reference ZrN and CrN films started to oxidize at the temperatures of 550 and 700 • C, respectively, while the AlN reference film was thermally stable up to 950 • C. Compared to reference monolithic films, MeN/SiN x multilayers have an improved oxidation resistance (onset of oxidation is shifted by more than 200 • C), and the performance is enhanced with increasing fraction of SiN x layer thickness. Overall, CrN/SiN x and AlN/SiN x multilayered films are characterized by noticeably higher resistance to oxidation as compared to ZrN/SiN x multilayers, the best performance being obtained for CrN/SiN x and AlN/SiN x with 5 nm/5 nm and 5 nm/10 nm periods, which remain stable at least up to 950 • C.
Introduction
In accordance with the tendency of industry development, the coatings applied for protection of materials should satisfy more stringent requirements. They have to possess high hardness and wear resistance (e.g., pieces under friction), resistance to high temperature oxidation (e.g., cutting tools) and thermal cyclability (e.g. glass molding dies), stability in corrosive media (e.g., in chemical production units), radiation stability (e.g., materials for nuclear power engineering) and other properties. Currently, physically-vapor deposited transition metal nitride (TMN) coatings based on MeN mononitrides of transition metal (Me = Ti, Zr or Cr) are widely used [1] [2] [3] . However, mononitride films often lose their protective role in such severe conditions. For example, TiN and ZrN coatings deposited by reactive magnetron sputtering are intensively oxidized at the temperatures of 500-600 • C [4] [5] [6] [7] . This is related to their columnar microstructure and presence of defects (e.g., porosity or micro-cracks), which allows a direct contact between the external atmosphere and substrate and accelerates oxygen incorporation through grain boundary diffusion. Several routes can be employed to enhance oxidation resistance of MeN coatings. Musil et al. [8] [9] [10] showed that superior thermal stability, above 1000 • C, was achieved for hard amorphous coatings, based on either ternary Me-Si-N systems with Si content ≥ 20 at.% or quaternary Si-B-C-N system with covalent bonding. These amorphous coatings are generally obtained by co-sputtering method and their improved oxidation resistance is ascribed to the absence of grain boundaries.
An alternate route to nanocomposite/amorphous Me-Si-N single-layer coatings is to deposit sequentially different MeN x layers, resulting in the formation of periodic multilayers or nanolaminates with improved performance characteristics [11] . By alternation at the nanoscale of dissimilar layers, it is possible to combine the advantages of the different materials properties, and even to get superior properties compared to monolithic films such as improved adhesion, increase in corrosion resistance or change in electrical behavior. The authors of [12] showed that, unlike CrN and AlN films, for which the generation and motion of classical dislocations is responsible for the plastic flow, the observed plastic deformation in CrN/AlN multilayered coatings is mostly governed by grain rotation for the nanocrystals and grain boundary sliding for grains of larger size. Such non-elastic phenomena prevent the deformation or crack formation that allows using CrN/AlN multilayered coatings for ductile steel substrate as well. Another example is the case of AlCrN/TiVN multilayered coatings, where the AlCrN layer inhibited the excessive oxygen diffusion into the multilayered film [13] . Consequently, it was possible to avoid rapid oxidation of vanadium and obtain high wear-resistance for the AlCrN/TiVN coating. Although the TiVN coating had the lowest friction coefficient, the lowest wear rate (1.9 × 10 −7 mm 3 /Nm) was obtained for the AlCrN/TiVN coated sample.
It is possible to classify three main types of multilayers based on the type of structure of the elementary layers: (i) nanocrystalline/nanocrystalline layers; (ii) nanocrystalline/amorphous layers; and (iii) amorphous/amorphous layers.
Multilayers based on TMN usually belong to the first category [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . The comparison of hardness and other mechanical characteristics of multilayered coatings made of alternate stacking of various TMN is given in [15] . It is pointed that the TiN/VN multilayered coatings are one of the most successful examples of superhard materials. The maximum hardness value of these coatings reached 56 GPa (at bilayer thickness about 5.2 nm). The use of a combination of nanocrystalline/nanocrystalline layers is rather effective for achievement of high resistance of the coatings to high temperature oxidation [16, 17] . High thermal stability of AlCrN/TiSiN coating is noted, for which the excellent oxidation resistance was obtained with no pore and delamination up to 900 • C [17] . In this case, the redistribution of elements between the layers takes place when forming the oxide layer, namely mixed (Al,Ti)-oxide scale outside layer and a dense (Al,Cr) 2 O 3 inner layer.
The second group of multilayered coatings, consisting of sequentially alternating layers of nanocrystalline and amorphous material, is perspective due to the possibility of combining of the different properties. For example, the hardness and wear resistance of nanocrystalline layer are supplemented with plasticity and chemical inertness of the amorphous layer. MeN/SiN x coatings are among the most appealing nanocrystalline/amorphous layered systems [18] [19] [20] [21] . The characteristic feature of these films is the immiscibility of their constitutive layers at the origin of their good thermal stability and properties [20, 22, 23] . The enhanced stability of MeN/SiN x films to oxidation is also related to the fact that the columnar growth of MeN layer is suppressed by the presence of the SiN x amorphous layer [21] . This prevents from oxygen penetration deep into the film along the grain boundaries and pores concomitant to the formation of the columnar structure.
A significant increase in hardness of the MeN/SiN x multilayered films has been reported when decreasing the thickness of SiN x layer below~0.8 nm [23] [24] [25] . In this case, the epitaxial growth of silicon nitride at the interface of cubic MeN layer results in SiN x layer crystallization. Such an effect is more pronounced for TiN/SiN x and ZrN/SiN x systems [18, [24] [25] [26] , and is less marked for the AlN/SiN x system because the interfaces between AlN and epitaxial Si 3 N 4 only slightly affect the propagation of dislocations. As the result, only a minor hardness enhancement is expected in AlN/SiN x multilayers [27] . However, it should be noted that an increase in microhardness of MeN/SiN x multilayered coatings at the thicknesses of SiN x elementary layer of 1 nm and less is accompanied by a decrease in film oxidation resistance [6] . This indicates that, by controlling the ratio of individual layers, it is possible to ensure one or another required property.
Among the coatings of the third group (amorphous/amorphous layers), the coatings with alternating layers of so-called metallic glasses are of more interest for practical applications. ZrCu/ZrCuNiAlSi films are an example of radiation-resistant multilayered systems for applications in the area of materials design for nuclear power engineering [28] .
In our prior work on the ZrN/SiN x system, we showed that the coatings which belong to the second group are quite promising for use as resistant coatings under high-temperature oxidation up to 860-950 • C [6] . It should be noted that, for the CrN/SiN x system and, especially, for the AlN/SiN x system, the chemical inertness of SiN x amorphous layer is supplemented by the formation of the passivating layers of metal oxide in the surface layer of the MeN/SiN x multilayered film [17, 29] . However, it is difficult to compare the oxidation behavior of the different MeN/SiN x multilayered systems because of the different physical vapor deposition processes used for their fabrication, as well as variations in the bilayer thickness range studied. In the present work, we performed a systematic and comparative study of the structure and stability to high-temperature oxidation of ZrN/SiN x , CrN/SiN x and AlN/SiN x films sputter-deposited in the same chamber, with special emphasis laid on the influence of the thickness ratio of the elementary layers. As shown previously for the ZrN/SiN x system, the ratio of thicknesses of individual layers plays a key role in their oxidation resistance [6] . The properties of the multilayers are also discussed and compared to those of reference monolithic films.
Materials and Methods
Reference ZrN, CrN, AlN and Si 3 N 4 monolithic films as well as ZrN/SiN x , CrN/SiN x and AlN/SiN x multilayered films were grown by reactive magnetron sputter-deposition in a high vacuum chamber (base pressure < 10 −5 Pa) equipped with confocal targets configuration and a cryogenic pump (max. 500 L/s) [30] . All films were deposited on Si substrates covered with 10 nm thick thermally grown SiO 2 layer (to prevent the interdiffusion of the coating and substrate components). A constant bias voltage of −60 V was applied to the substrate during deposition. The substrate was rotated at 15 rpm throughout the deposition to ensure an equal deposition rate across the substrate surface.
Water-cooled, 7.62-cm-diameter Zr (99.2% purity), Cr (99.95% purity), Al (99.9995% purity) and Si 3 N 4 (99.99% purity) targets, located at 18 cm from the substrate holder, were used under Ar + N 2 plasma discharges at constant power mode. The Zr, Cr and Al targets were operated in magnetically unbalanced configuration using a DC power supply, while for the Si 3 N 4 target a RF power supply was used in balanced mode. The total working pressure varied from 0.22-0.29 Pa depending on the material system, as measured using a Baratron ® capacitance gauge (Andover, MA, USA). The Ar/N 2 flow ratio was optimized to obtain stoichiometric nitrogen content in the films based on earlier results [31, 32] (see Table 1 ). The N 2 partial pressure was measured during deposition using a MKS Microvision mass spectrometer (Munich, Germany).
The deposition conditions were not identical for all MeN layers. They varied (N 2 partial pressure and substrate temperature) to achieve the desired phase and optimal crystallinity for each MeN layer. Reference ZrN, AlN and Si 3 N 4 films as well as ZrN/SiN x and AlN/SiN x multilayered films were deposited at 300 • C, while reference CrN film and CrN/SiN x multilayered films were formed at the substrate temperature of 450 • C. This temperature was chosen to obtain single-phase cubic CrN phase without formation of hexagonal Cr 2 N phase. The periodic growth of the multilayered systems was Coatings 2020, 10, 149 4 of 17 monitored by computer-controlled pneumatic shutters located at 2 cm in front of each target. Details of the multilayered films growth procedure are given in [23] . The deposition conditions are summarized in Table 1 for the reference monolithic films, and the same conditions were used for elementary layers of the MeN/SiN x (Me = Zr, Cr, Al) multilayers, except the deposition time. The deposition rates were 12.5, 5.9 and 5.4 nm/min for ZrN, AlN and CrN monolithic films, respectively. The use of a RF discharge to deposit the Si 3 N 4 reference film resulted in a slower deposition rate of 2.1 nm/min. For mononitrides, the deposition time was adjusted between 22 min and 2.3 h to get similar nominal film thickness of~300 nm. For MeN/SiN x multilayers, the deposition time of constitutive sublayers was adjusted accordingly to get the desired modulation period, but the total film thickness was similar (~300 nm). For example, for MeN (5 nm)/SiNx (5 nm), the deposition times were 23 s/141 s, 50 s/141 s and 50 s/141 s for MeN=ZrN, AlN and CrN, respectively. The nominal ratios of thickness of MeN layer to SiN x layer were 5 nm/2 nm, 5 nm/5 nm, 5 nm/10 nm and 2 nm/5 nm (see Table 2 ). For multilayers, the deposition process always started with the MeN sublayer being deposited first. The evolution of intrinsic stress developed during growth was monitored in situ and in real-time using the wafer curvature technique [33] . A multiple-beam optical stress sensor (MOSS) designed by kSpace Associates (kSA, Dexter, MI, USA) was implemented in the deposition chamber. The measurements were performed using 150 ± 2 µm thick Si substrate covered with native oxide, under stationary mode.
High resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM, JEOL JEM ARM200F, Tokyo, Japan) analysis was carried out for direct information about the film structure and state of interlayer boundaries. Cross-sectional TEM specimens were prepared using a FEI Helios Nanolab 650 focused ion beam (FIB) (Brno, Czech Republic). More details on the sample preparation can be found in [6] . All specimens were analyzed using a JEOL JEM 2100 LaB 6 transmission electron microscope (Tokyo, Japan) operating at 200 kV.
The characterization of the multilayer stacking was carried out using low-angle X-ray Reflectivity (XRR). A fitting procedure, based on the optical formalism of Parratt [34] , was used to extract the relevant quantities (individual layer thickness, mass density and interface roughness). The elemental composition of films in their as-deposited (for the reference films only) and air-annealed states was determined using elemental probe microanalysis. A wavelength dispersive spectrometer (WDS) unit from Oxford Instruments (High Wycombe, UK) attached to a JEOL 7001 TTLS scanning electron microscope (Tokyo, Japan) operated at 10 kV and 10 nA was used for the quantification with a precision better than 1 at.%. The same microscope was applied for obtaining top-view SEM micrographs of the films after air annealing at 950 • C.
X-ray Diffraction (XRD) analysis was employed for structural identification using a Bruker D8 AXS X-ray diffractometer (Karlsruhe, Germany) operating in Bragg-Brentano configuration and equipped with Cu Kα wavelength (0.15418 nm) and LynxEye detector.
Isothermal air annealing was performed at different sequential temperatures from 400 to 950 • C. The oxidation process was investigated using in situ XRD experiments. The samples were placed on a resistive heating stage designed by Anton Paar (Graz, Austria) implemented on the Bruker D8 diffractometer, consisting in an AlN sample holder and a hemispheric graphite dome subjected to air blowing. Total scan time during isothermal annealing was 50-60 min. Table 1 . MeN x films are slightly off-stoichiometric: overstoichiometric ZrN 1. 15 and AlN 1.30 films and substoichiometric CrN 0.83 films were obtained. However, the SiN x film has the Si 3 N 4 stoichiometry. Figure 1 shows the HRTEM images of MeN/SiN x (Me = Zr, Cr, Al) multilayered films with the ratio of elementary layer thicknesses equal to 5 nm/5 nm. It reveals the uniform alternation of MeN and SiN x elementary layers, and the formation of sharp and smooth interfaces between the layers points to the absence of intermixing of the layer components. However, the interlayer boundary seems more diffuse for the CrN/SiN x multilayer, possibly due to the growth at higher substrate temperature. While the MeN x layers appear crystalline (see, e.g., lattice fringes in AlN layer of Figure 1c ), the SiN x layers were found to be amorphous. Note also a change in electronic contrast from ZrN/SiN x to AlN/SiN x multilayers, due to reduction in mass density difference between MeN and SiN x layers. The values of mass densities for the elementary layers are presented in Table 2 , as extracted from the fit of XRR data (see below). In particular, the contrast between AlN and SiN x layers is very similar, as also observed by other authors [27] . Figure 2 shows the low-angle XRR scans together with the simulated curves obtained for MeN/SiN x (Me = Zr, Cr, Al) multilayered films with the nominal MeN thickness h MeN = 5 nm and SiN x thickness h SiNx = 5 nm. For all multilayered systems, relatively sharp superlattice reflections are observed up to high 2θ angles (up to seventh order or more). This testifies the formation of highly periodic multilayer structures and gives evidence of the presence of relatively smooth interface boundaries between the layers. Similar results were obtained for CrN/Si 3 N 4 multilayered films in [20] , where the effectiveness of Si 3 N 4 layer for stabilization of periodic structure was mentioned. Note that Kiessig fringes are also Figure 2 shows the low-angle XRR scans together with the simulated curves obtained for MeN/SiNx (Me = Zr, Cr, Al) multilayered films with the nominal MeN thickness ℎ = 5 nm and SiNx thickness ℎ = 5 nm. For all multilayered systems, relatively sharp superlattice reflections are observed up to high 2θ angles (up to seventh order or more). This testifies the formation of highly periodic multilayer structures and gives evidence of the presence of relatively smooth interface boundaries between the layers. Similar results were obtained for CrN/Si3N4 multilayered films in [20] , where the effectiveness of Si3N4 layer for stabilization of periodic structure was mentioned. Note that Kiessig fringes are also distinguishable between main superlattice reflections in XRR scans (however, not visible in the scale displayed in Figure 2 ). An optical simulation model was used to fit XRR data and get information on layer density, layer thickness and interface roughness of each sublayer for ZrN/SiNx, CrN/SiNx and AlN/SiNx multilayers. Values are reported in Table 2 for the different systems and bilayer periods investigated. The obtained results show that the boundaries between the layers for all multilayered systems are quite smooth (the interface roughness does not exceed 0.6 nm), which is in good agreement with the HRTEM observations presented in Figure 1 . All MeNx sublayers were found to be dense, with mass density of = 7.4  0.1 g cm , = 6.3  0.1 g cm and = 3.2  0.1 g cm . These values are very close to the values for bulk reference powders, being = 7.29 g cm , = 6.18 g cm and = 3.26 g cm . The value was found to be equal to 3.0 g  0.1 cm , also in good agreement with the bulk value of α-Si3N4 crystalline phase (3.18 g cm ).
Results and Discussion
One can note from the results in Table 2 that for all multilayered films the thickness of MeN (Me 10 nm Figure 2 shows the low-angle XRR scans together with the simulated curves obtained for MeN/SiNx (Me = Zr, Cr, Al) multilayered films with the nominal MeN thickness ℎ = 5 nm and SiNx thickness ℎ = 5 nm. For all multilayered systems, relatively sharp superlattice reflections are observed up to high 2θ angles (up to seventh order or more). This testifies the formation of highly periodic multilayer structures and gives evidence of the presence of relatively smooth interface boundaries between the layers. Similar results were obtained for CrN/Si3N4 multilayered films in [20] , where the effectiveness of Si3N4 layer for stabilization of periodic structure was mentioned. Note that Kiessig fringes are also distinguishable between main superlattice reflections in XRR scans (however, not visible in the scale displayed in Figure 2 ). An optical simulation model was used to fit XRR data and get information on layer density, layer thickness and interface roughness of each sublayer for ZrN/SiNx, CrN/SiNx and AlN/SiNx multilayers. Values are reported in Table 2 for the different systems and bilayer periods investigated. The obtained results show that the boundaries between the layers for all multilayered systems are quite smooth (the interface roughness does not exceed 0.6 nm), which is in good agreement with the HRTEM observations presented in Figure 1 . All MeNx sublayers were found to be dense, with mass density of = 7.4  0.1 g cm , = 6.3  0.1 g cm and = 3.2  0.1 g cm . These values are very close to the values for bulk reference powders, being = 7.29 g cm , = 6.18 g cm and = 3.26 g cm . The value was found to be equal to 3.0 g  0.1 cm , also in good agreement with the bulk value of α-Si3N4 crystalline phase (3.18 g cm ).
One can note from the results in Table 2 that for all multilayered films the thickness of MeN (Me = Zr, Cr, Al) layer is less than the nominal thickness. For example, for the case of nominal ratio of Table 2 for the different systems and bilayer periods investigated. The obtained results show that the boundaries between the layers for all multilayered systems are quite smooth (the interface roughness w MeN does not exceed 0.6 nm), which is in good agreement with the HRTEM observations presented in Figure 1 . All MeN x sublayers were found to be dense, with mass density of ρ ZrN = 7.4 ± 0.1 g·cm −3 , ρ CrN = 6.3 ± 0.1 g·cm −3 and ρ AlN = 3.2 ± 0.1 g·cm −3 . These values are very close to the values for bulk reference powders, being ρ ZrN = 7.29 g·cm −3 , ρ CrN = 6.18 g·cm −3 and ρ AlN = 3.26 g·cm −3 . The value ρ SiNx was found to be equal to 3.0 g· ± 0.1 cm −3 , also in good agreement with the bulk value of α-Si 3 N 4 crystalline phase (3.18 g·cm −3 ).
One can note from the results in Table 2 that for all multilayered films the thickness of MeN (Me = Zr, Cr, Al) layer is less than the nominal thickness. For example, for the case of nominal ratio of MeN and SiN x thicknesses 2 nm/5 nm, the real thickness of MeN layer is 1.6 nm, i.e. 20% less. This is related to the poisoning of the metal target during the first seconds of the reactive sputter-deposition process. Consequently, the initial deposition rate is lower than the average value calculated from the thicker reference MeN films. More information on this poisoning effect can be found in [23] . At the same time, the thickness of SiN x layer is close to nominal one for all multilayered systems ( Table 2) . Figure 3 shows the substrate curvature change measured by MOSS during growth of ZrN/SiN x , CrN/SiN x and AlN/SiN x multilayered films with nominal thickness ratio 10 nm/5 nm. One can see from the slope of F/w vs. layer thickness that both sublayers develop compressive stress. However, the magnitude of the compressive stress is much larger for MeN layers than for SiN x layers. Relatively large values of −7.2 and −5.7 GPa were obtained for the incremental stress during deposition of AlN and ZrN layers, respectively, while for CrN layers the incremental stress is −2.7 GPa. Comparatively, the incremental stress of SiN x layer is about −1.2 GPa. One can also notice from the results in Figure 3 that the stress state is reproducible from one bilayer to another, i.e., there is no influence of the underneath layers on the cumulative stress build-up. The formation of compressive stress in sputter-deposited TMN layers is due to energetic bombardment during growth, which creates point defects in the crystal lattice and densify the grain boundaries [23, [35] [36] [37] . At low deposited energy, sputter-deposited MeN x films develop a columnar, underdense microstructure, often accompanied by the development of tensile stress [35, 37, 38] . This is obviously not the case here for these nanoscale layer thicknesses, because the presence of amorphous SiN x layers interrupts the columnar growth of MeN layers. If the energy delivered to growing film is large, a dense and sometimes featureless microstructure is formed together with compressive stress. In our deposition conditions, the main contribution to the deposited energy stems from energetic neutrals (sputtered atoms and backscattered Ar) due to low fraction of bombarding ions (a few percent) reaching the substrate. The lower compressive stress values for CrN layers is likely due to the higher substrate temperature (450 • C vs. 300 • C), which favors defect annihilation processes. Amorphous layers are more tolerant to defect incorporation compared to their crystalline counterpart, which explains the lower stress values obtained for SiN x .
Coatings 2019, 9, MeN and SiNx thicknesses 2 nm/5 nm, the real thickness of MeN layer is 1.6 nm, i.e. 20% less. This is related to the poisoning of the metal target during the first seconds of the reactive sputter-deposition process. Consequently, the initial deposition rate is lower than the average value calculated from the thicker reference MeN films. More information on this poisoning effect can be found in [23] . At the same time, the thickness of SiNx layer is close to nominal one for all multilayered systems ( Table 2) . Figure 3 shows the substrate curvature change measured by MOSS during growth of ZrN/SiNx, CrN/SiNx and AlN/SiNx multilayered films with nominal thickness ratio 10 nm/5 nm. One can see from the slope of F/w vs. layer thickness that both sublayers develop compressive stress. However, the magnitude of the compressive stress is much larger for MeN layers than for SiNx layers. Relatively large values of −7.2 and −5.7 GPa were obtained for the incremental stress during deposition of AlN and ZrN layers, respectively, while for CrN layers the incremental stress is −2.7 GPa. Comparatively, the incremental stress of SiNx layer is about −1.2 GPa. One can also notice from the results in Figure  3 that the stress state is reproducible from one bilayer to another, i.e., there is no influence of the underneath layers on the cumulative stress build-up. The formation of compressive stress in sputterdeposited TMN layers is due to energetic bombardment during growth, which creates point defects in the crystal lattice and densify the grain boundaries [23, [35] [36] [37] . At low deposited energy, sputterdeposited MeNx films develop a columnar, underdense microstructure, often accompanied by the development of tensile stress [35, 37, 38] . This is obviously not the case here for these nanoscale layer thicknesses, because the presence of amorphous SiNx layers interrupts the columnar growth of MeN layers. If the energy delivered to growing film is large, a dense and sometimes featureless microstructure is formed together with compressive stress. In our deposition conditions, the main contribution to the deposited energy stems from energetic neutrals (sputtered atoms and backscattered Ar) due to low fraction of bombarding ions (a few percent) reaching the substrate. The lower compressive stress values for CrN layers is likely due to the higher substrate temperature (450 °C vs. 300 °C), which favors defect annihilation processes. Amorphous layers are more tolerant to defect incorporation compared to their crystalline counterpart, which explains the lower stress values obtained for SiNx. A closer inspection to the stress curves of Figure 3 reveals some interesting features. The development of compressive stress starts after ~1.5 nm and 2.0 nm for ZrN and AlN layers, respectively. Below these values, the stress is relatively small (about −1 GPa) and could reflect the initial formation of an amorphous layer. XRD characterizations on the MeN/SiNx multilayers with 2 nm/5 nm thickness ratio support this scenario. Finally, it can be noticed in Figure 3b that the stress development during growth of SiNx on CrN is peculiar, as a steady-state stress is only reached after ~2-3 nm. The larger compressive stress that develops in the very beginning is contributed to interface stress and possible interlayer formation, as also noticed from cross-section HRTEM view in Figure  1b .
In A closer inspection to the stress curves of Figure 3 reveals some interesting features. The development of compressive stress starts after~1.5 nm and 2.0 nm for ZrN and AlN layers, respectively. Below these values, the stress is relatively small (about −1 GPa) and could reflect the initial formation of an amorphous layer. XRD characterizations on the MeN/SiN x multilayers with 2 nm/5 nm thickness ratio support this scenario. Finally, it can be noticed in Figure 3b that the stress development during growth of SiN x on CrN is peculiar, as a steady-state stress is only reached after~2-3 nm. The larger compressive stress that develops in the very beginning is contributed to interface stress and possible interlayer formation, as also noticed from cross-section HRTEM view in Figure 1b .
In (Figures 5a and 6a ). Competitive columnar growth between (111)-and (200)-oriented ZrN crystallites during sputter-deposition of ZrN monolithic films was discussed previously [23, 35] . The (200) preferred orientation is characteristic for CrN films [39, 40] , as well as (002) preferred orientation is typical for h-AlN films [41] [42] [43] . Torino et al. [42] reported a transition from (101) to (002) preferred orientation for AlN films with decreasing (Ar + N2) working pressure in the chamber. The presence of (002) orientation means that the AlN crystallites are highly oriented with the c-axis perpendicular to the substrate surface [43, 44] .
It was observed that the peak position of reference ZrN, CrN and AlN monolithic films is shifted to lower 2θ angles as compared to the position for bulk materials. This is related to the presence of in-plane compressive stresses, resulting in an expansion of the out-of-plane lattice parameter. For the AlN reference film, an asymmetry of the 002 peak towards higher 2θ angles was noticed, which can be due to a higher defect concentration. The reference Si3N4 film was found to be X-ray amorphous, i.e., there are no reflections in the investigated angular range (see [23] ). (a) (с) (Figures 5a and 6a ). Competitive columnar growth between (111)-and (200)-oriented ZrN crystallites during sputter-deposition of ZrN monolithic films was discussed previously [23, 35] . The (200) preferred orientation is characteristic for CrN films [39, 40] , as well as (002) preferred orientation is typical for h-AlN films [41] [42] [43] . Torino et al. [42] reported a transition from (101) to (002) preferred orientation for AlN films with decreasing (Ar + N 2 ) working pressure in the chamber. The presence of (002) orientation means that the AlN crystallites are highly oriented with the c-axis perpendicular to the substrate surface [43, 44] .
It was observed that the peak position of reference ZrN, CrN and AlN monolithic films is shifted to lower 2θ angles as compared to the position for bulk materials. This is related to the presence of in-plane compressive stresses, resulting in an expansion of the out-of-plane lattice parameter. For the AlN reference film, an asymmetry of the 002 peak towards higher 2θ angles was noticed, which can be due to a higher defect concentration. The reference Si 3 N 4 film was found to be X-ray amorphous, i.e., there are no reflections in the investigated angular range (see [23] ).
If we now analyze the XRD patterns of MeN/SiN x (Me = Zr, Cr, Al) multilayers in their as-deposited state, the following observations can be made in comparison with the reference MeN films: (i) a transition from (111) preferred orientation, which predominates for reference ZrN film (Figure 4a ), to (200) orientation for ZrN/SiN x multilayered films (Figure 4b-d ) and the retaining of (200) or (002) preferred orientation for CrN/SiN x (Figure 5b-d) or AlN/SiN x (Figure 6b multilayer with 2 nm/5 nm thickness ratio can be found in our previous works [6, 23] ).
In the case of ZrN/SiN x multilayered films, the amorphous SiN x layer hinders the columnar growth of ZrN crystallites and favors the (200) preferred orientation [23] . The transition to (200) preferred orientation and broadening of ZrN peak with decreasing f MeN was also observed by Dong et al. [25] . CrN/SiN x multilayered films were also characterized by (200) preferred orientation [20] . The present results allow concluding that the insertion of amorphous SiN x layers influence the structure of growing MeN layers.
As for the reference MeN x films, the position of ZrN and CrN 200 lines, and AlN 002 line is shifted to lower angles compared to position for bulk materials, in good agreement with an in-plane compressive stress state, as revealed from substrate curvature measurements (see Figure 3 ). (Figure 5a ). Previous studies have also reported the transformation from c-CrN to h-Cr 2 N phase during vacuum or air annealing [45, 46] due to depletion in nitrogen. Both phases decompose with the formation of chromium oxides at the subsequent temperature rise.
Evolution of Phase
In the case of ZrN/SiN x multilayered films (Figure 4b-d ), the evolution of XRD patterns during air annealing depends on the f MeN fraction. For ZrN/SiN x (5 nm/2 nm), for which f MeN > 0.50, the crystallization of t-ZrO 2 oxide phase occurs at the temperatures of 700-780 • C (Figure 4b) . When reaching the temperature of 860 • C, the 200 ZrN peak disappears, indicating the decomposition of the nitride phase and formation of zirconium oxides. For ZrN/SiN x (5 nm/5 nm) and ZrN/SiN x (5 nm/10 nm) films, for which f MeN < 0.50 (Table 2) , the crystallization of t-ZrO 2 takes place at the higher temperatures (860-950 • C). In the case of ZrN/SiN x (5 nm/10 nm), the ZrN peak remains until 950 • C (Figure 4d ). Therefore, it can be concluded that oxidation resistance of ZrN/SiN x multilayers increases with increasing SiN x layer thickness from 2 to 10 nm at the constant thickness of 5 nm for ZrN layer. A similar trend of thermal stability enhancement with decreasing f MeN fraction was reported earlier [6] . Note that the ZrN/SiN x (2 nm/5 nm) amorphous multilayer film was also stable in the temperature range of 400-950 • C, with no oxide phases detected (see Figure 13d in [6] ). The value of f MeN for this multilayer is similar to that for ZrN/SiN x (5 nm/10 nm) multilayer but the interface density is more than double (Table 2 ). This suggests that an increase in interface density also promotes the oxidation resistance of ZrN/SiN x multilayered films.
Contrarily to the reference CrN film (Figure 5a ), CrN/SiN x multilayers were found to be thermally stable up to 950 • C. No crystalline oxide phases are detected up to temperature of 950 • C. For the CrN/SiN x (5 nm/2 nm) multilayered films (Figure 5b) , the intensity of 200 CrN peak even slightly increases with temperature, which is most likely connected to some improvement of crystalline quality of this film. The CrN/SiN x (2 nm/5 nm) film, which was amorphous in its as-deposited state, remains amorphous after air annealing (not shown).
For the third multilayered system, i.e. for AlN/SiN x films, the emergence of oxide phases during air annealing is not registered for all studied thickness ratios of elementary layers, namely, 5 nm/2 nm, 5 nm/5 nm, 5 nm/10 nm and 2 nm/5 nm (Figure 6b-d ). Intensity of 002 AlN peak rises slightly with the increase in annealing temperature for all samples except for AlN/SiN x (2 nm/5 nm) film, which remains X-ray amorphous.
To get more insights on phase stability, we plot in Figure 7 the evolution of the out-of-plane lattice parameter of MeN layers with annealing temperature. Lattice parameter a of c-ZrN and c-CrN phases was calculated using angular position of 200 peak, and lattice parameter c of h-AlN phase using 002 peak. The results are shown for the reference ZrN, CrN and AlN films, as well as for MeN/SiN x (Me = Zr, Cr, Al) multilayers with 5 nm/5 nm and 5 nm/10 nm ratios. For AlN sub-layers, as well as AlN monolithic film, a substantial decrease of the lattice parameter was found, up to 0.7% relative reduction for the reference AlN film. This is contributed to the relaxation of compressive stress with increasing annealing temperature, which decreases propensity of film delamination and/or bucking and is therefore beneficial to its thermal stability. An opposite behavior was found for ZrN and CrN reference films, which could only be explained by decomposition of the MeN phase due to nitrogen release. For ZrN/SiN x and CrN/SiN x multilayers, one observes a competition between nitrogen loss and relaxation of compressive stress, depending on the annealing temperature.
For the CrN/SiNx (5 nm/2 nm) multilayered films (Figure 5b) , the intensity of 200 CrN peak even slightly increases with temperature, which is most likely connected to some improvement of crystalline quality of this film. The CrN/SiNx (2 nm/5 nm) film, which was amorphous in its asdeposited state, remains amorphous after air annealing (not shown).
For the third multilayered system, i.e. for AlN/SiNx films, the emergence of oxide phases during air annealing is not registered for all studied thickness ratios of elementary layers, namely, 5 nm/2 nm, 5 nm/5 nm, 5 nm/10 nm and 2 nm/5 nm (Figure 6b-d ). Intensity of 002 AlN peak rises slightly with the increase in annealing temperature for all samples except for AlN/SiNx (2 nm/5 nm) film, which remains X-ray amorphous.
To get more insights on phase stability, we plot in Figure 7 the evolution of the out-of-plane lattice parameter of MeN layers with annealing temperature. Lattice parameter a of c-ZrN and c-CrN phases was calculated using angular position of 200 peak, and lattice parameter c of h-AlN phase using 002 peak. The results are shown for the reference ZrN, CrN and AlN films, as well as for MeN/SiNx (Me = Zr, Cr, Al) multilayers with 5 nm/5 nm and 5 nm/10 nm ratios. For AlN sub-layers, as well as AlN monolithic film, a substantial decrease of the lattice parameter was found, up to 0.7% relative reduction for the reference AlN film. This is contributed to the relaxation of compressive stress with increasing annealing temperature, which decreases propensity of film delamination and/or bucking and is therefore beneficial to its thermal stability. An opposite behavior was found for ZrN and CrN reference films, which could only be explained by decomposition of the MeN phase due to nitrogen release. For ZrN/SiNx and CrN/SiNx multilayers, one observes a competition between nitrogen loss and relaxation of compressive stress, depending on the annealing temperature. The composition of the reference ZrN, CrN, AlN and Si 3 N 4 films as well as MeN/SiN x (Me = Zr, Cr, Al) multilayered films after air annealing up to 950 • C was measured by WDS. Concerning the multilayered films, it should be noted that by means of WDS the integral content of the elements (corresponding to the whole thickness of the coating) was determined. Consequently, the obtained data allowed carrying out the relative comparison of oxidation resistance of the multilayered films of three systems-ZrN/SiN x , CrN/SiN x and AlN/SiN x -with the same ratios of elementary layer thicknesses. The oxygen and nitrogen content in the film composition gives information on film stability after air-annealing. As the oxygen incorporates and substitutes the nitrogen atoms in MeN lattice during high-temperature annealing, the increase in oxygen content in the coating composition is always accompanied by a decrease in nitrogen content. The variation in oxygen content for the reference and multilayered films is displayed in Figure 8 .
If the ZrN and CrN films are fully oxidized (the oxygen content is close to composition of ZrO 2 and Cr 2 O 3 oxides, respectively), the AlN and Si 3 N 4 films are characterized by a considerably lower degree of oxidation (around 30 at.%, see Figure 8 ). Overall, the MeN/SiN x multilayers show better oxidation resistance than their mononitride counterparts, in agreement with XRD analysis. For the ZrN/SiN x system, the tendency of oxidation resistance enhancement with decreasing f MeN was clearly observed. In the case of CrN/SiN x and AlN/SiN x systems, the same tendency is revealed but it is much less pronounced. It is noteworthy that for CrN/SiN x and AlN/SiN x films the decrease in MeN layer thickness down to 2 nm leads to a certain deterioration of oxidation resistance. is much less pronounced. It is noteworthy that for CrN/SiNx and AlN/SiNx films the decrease in MeN layer thickness down to 2 nm leads to a certain deterioration of oxidation resistance. The results reported in Figure 8 allow concluding that CrN/SiNx and AlN/SiNx multilayered films are significantly more stable under conditions of high-temperature annealing as compared to ZrN/SiNx films. These results agree with XRD data discussed in the previous section. The smallest content of oxygen (8 at.%) after annealing in air was registered for AlN/SiNx (5 nm/10 nm) film.
To clarify the mechanisms responsible for film oxidation, the analysis of the surface state was performed by SEM after high-temperature (950 °C) annealing. SEM observations reveal that the high degree of the coating damage, namely the emergence of corrosion sites, the swelling and flacking of the film, is inherent to the reference monolithic films, except for AlN surface, which remains quite uniform after annealing (see Figure 9 ). The MeN/SiNx (Me = Zr, Cr, Al) multilayered films are appreciably less subjected to surface damage after air annealing. Besides, the analysis of the surface topography of CrN/SiNx and AlN/SiNx multilayered films testifies to their lower susceptibility to oxidation compared to ZrN/SiNx films. As an example, the SEM micrographs of ZrN/SiNx, CrN/SiNx and AlN/SiNx multilayered films with 5 nm/10 nm thickness ratio of elementary layers are represented in Figure 10 . The lowest content of To clarify the mechanisms responsible for film oxidation, the analysis of the surface state was performed by SEM after high-temperature (950 • C) annealing. SEM observations reveal that the high degree of the coating damage, namely the emergence of corrosion sites, the swelling and flacking of the film, is inherent to the reference monolithic films, except for AlN surface, which remains quite uniform after annealing (see Figure 9 ). The MeN/SiN x (Me = Zr, Cr, Al) multilayered films are appreciably less subjected to surface damage after air annealing. Besides, the analysis of the surface topography of CrN/SiN x and AlN/SiN x multilayered films testifies to their lower susceptibility to oxidation compared to ZrN/SiN x films. As an example, the SEM micrographs of ZrN/SiN x , CrN/SiN x and AlN/SiN x multilayered films with 5 nm/10 nm thickness ratio of elementary layers are represented in Figure 10 . The lowest content of oxygen in CrN/SiN x and AlN/SiN x films after air-annealing was revealed for such thickness ratio (Figure 8 ). Large corroded areas were observed on the surface of ZrN/SiN x coating (Figure 10a ), while the surface of the CrN/SiN x coating is characterized by the presence of much smaller defects, which, however, do not cause any failure of the coating integrity (Figure 10b ). The surface relief of the AlN/SiN x film is rather uniform (Figure 10c ). Shallow, nanoscale blisters are only visible, with no sign of localized oxidation. These observations confirm the better oxidation resistance of AlN/SiN x multilayers, comparatively to CrN/SiN x and ZrN/SiN x systems.
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The MeN/SiNx (Me = Zr, Cr, Al) multilayered films are appreciably less subjected to surface damage after air annealing. Besides, the analysis of the surface topography of CrN/SiNx and AlN/SiNx multilayered films testifies to their lower susceptibility to oxidation compared to ZrN/SiNx films. As an example, the SEM micrographs of ZrN/SiNx, CrN/SiNx and AlN/SiNx multilayered films with 5 nm/10 nm thickness ratio of elementary layers are represented in Figure 10 . The lowest content of oxygen in CrN/SiNx and AlN/SiNx films after air-annealing was revealed for such thickness ratio (Figure 8 ). Large corroded areas were observed on the surface of ZrN/SiNx coating (Figure 10a ), while the surface of the CrN/SiNx coating is characterized by the presence of much smaller defects, which, however, do not cause any failure of the coating integrity (Figure 10b ). The surface relief of the AlN/SiNx film is rather uniform (Figure 10c ). Shallow, nanoscale blisters are only visible, with no sign of localized oxidation. These observations confirm the better oxidation resistance of AlN/SiNx multilayers, comparatively to CrN/SiNx and ZrN/SiNx systems. 
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Discussion on the Comparative Oxidation Resistance of MeN/SiN x Multilayers and Me-Si-N Single-Layers
As pointed out in the Introduction, there exists two approaches for the synthesis of hard TMN coatings with enhanced phase stability during high-temperature air annealing, namely the formation of nanocomposite/amorphous Me-Si-N films or MeN/SiN x multilayered films. Therefore, it is rather interesting to compare their oxidation resistance. In general, the thermal stability of MeN x phase is determined by its decomposition into Me and N 2 (g), which depends on the stoichiometry x = [N]/[Me]. In Zr-Si-N amorphous films, a worse thermal stability was reported for films with substoichiometric ZrN x < 1 phase [8] . Similar conclusions can also be made from the work of Abadias et al. on quaternary TiZrAl x N y films [47] . However, the resistance to oxidation during air annealing of MeN x phase is also determined by its ability for crystallization of metal oxide (MeO x ) phases and the type of MeO x formed (dense solid vs. volatile oxides or passivating oxides) that impact coating morphology [4, 9] . The present findings show that, despite CrN layers being substoichiometric (see Table 1 ), the oxidation resistance of CrN/SiN x multilayers (at least up to 950 • C) is higher than that of ZrN/SiN x multilayers (up to 860 • C).
Numerous With increasing Si fraction, the microstructure typically evolves from bi-phase nanocomposites consisting of MeN x nanocrystals embedded in Si 3 N 4 amorphous phase to X-ray amorphous phase. As an example, for Zr-Si-N coatings, the oxidation resistance rises with the increase of Si content, i.e. with increasing volume fraction of amorphous Si 3 N 4 phase [6, 48, 49] . The best oxidation resistance is achieved for amorphous coatings, typically exceeding 1000 • C under air [9, 52] . In the case of the Zr-Si-N system, the absence of mass gain was observed even up to the temperature of 1300 • C [9] .
In a previous study [6] , we compared the oxidation resistance of ZrSiN nanocomposite and ZrN/SiN x multilayered films. It should be pointed that the investigated films were relatively thin (thickness of~300 nm) that resulted in a significant fraction of the oxidized layer. When using the same deposition conditions, the oxidation starts at 700-780 • C for ZrSiN nanocomposite films and at 860-950 • C for ZrN/SiN x multilayered films. This testifies to the advantage of the multilayered films. The lower degree of the compressive stress relaxation at the elevated temperatures of ZrSiN films, as compared to ZrN/SiN x multilayered films, was likely at the origin of film cracking, which deteriorates their oxidation resistance. The formation of cracks was indeed observed for nanocomposite and amorphous ZrSiN films despite reduction in oxygen penetration into the film with increasing Si content [6] . However, no cracks were observed for the ZrN/SiN x multilayers.
Summary and Conclusions
By means of magnetron sputter deposition technique, single-layer (monolithic) ZrN, CrN, AlN and Si 3 N 4 films and MeN/SiN x (Me = Zr, Cr, Al) multilayered films with the different ratios of MeN layer thickness to SiN x layer thickness, namely 5 nm/2 nm, 5 nm/5 nm, 5 nm/10 nm and 2 nm/5 nm, were synthesized. The structure and phase composition of the films in as-deposited state as well as their stability under air-annealing in the 400-950 • C temperature range were studied.
TEM, XRR and XRD results disclose the formation of periodic MeN/SiN x multilayered structures characterized by uniform alternation of nanocrystalline MeN layers and amorphous SiN x layers with sharp and planar interfaces. In the case of ZrN/SiN x and CrN/SiN x systems, the MeN phase has (200) preferred orientation of the crystallites. In the case of AlN/SiN x film, the (002) preferred orientation was observed. For all multilayered films, the decrease in crystallites size of MeN phase occurs, and this phase becomes X-ray amorphous (as well as SiN x phase) when reducing the thickness of the corresponding elementary layer down to 2 nm.
The results of XRD, WDS and SEM analysis point that all reference monolithic films are subjected to significant oxidation level during high-temperature annealing. ZrN oxidizes into t-ZrO 2 at 550 • C, while CrN first decomposes into Cr 2 N at 550 • C, followed by the formation of t-Cr 2 O 3 phase at 700 • C. AlN and Si 3 N 4 films appear more thermally stable, with lower oxygen uptake at 950 • C and no crystalline oxides detected. Compared to MeN single-layers, MeN/SiN x multilayers exhibit improved oxidation resistance due to the presence of amorphous Si 3 N 4 layers: ZrN/SiN x multilayers start to oxidize at the temperatures of 780-860 • C, while CrN/SiN x and AlN/SiN x multilayered films are stable up to 950 • C. Further investigations at higher temperatures would be required to assess the upper temperature limit of their stability in air, and evaluate their performance comparatively to amorphous ternary Me-Si-N films, which are thermally stable and oxidation resistant up to~1300 • C [9] .
For ZrN/SiN x multilayered films, both the reduction of f MeN fraction and increase in number of the bilayers in the film improve their oxidation resistance. However, ZrN/SiN x multilayered films are least thermally stable among the three studied systems. The minimum oxygen content (27.5 at. %) after air annealing is found for the ZrN/SiN x (2 nm/5 nm) film.
The CrN/SiN x and AlN/SiN x multilayered films are characterized by appreciably higher stability of their phase composition during air annealing. The oxygen content after annealing is in the 17.2-23.5 at.% (CrN/SiN x films) and 8.0-18.2 at.% (AlN/SiN x films) range. Both the passivating role of the chromium (or, especially, aluminum) oxides and the decrease in the compressive stresses during annealing (stress relaxation) are apparently the main reasons for the improvement of film properties. In contrast to ZrN/SiN x films, for CrN/SiN x and AlN/SiN x multilayered films, the decrease in MeN layer thickness down to 2 nm leads to certain deterioration of their oxidation resistance. This can be connected to the fact that the passivating role of the chromium or aluminum oxides in the surface layers of multilayered film is less effective at such a small thickness of elementary layer.
The CrN/SiN x and AlN/SiN x multilayered films with the thickness ratios of elementary layers of 5 nm/5 nm and 5 nm/10 nm are the most promising for practical applications at elevated temperatures (up to 950 • C). The absence of the explicit corrosion sites on the surface is evidenced for AlN/SiN x films. Among the studied samples, the lowest oxidation level was obtained for the AlN/SiN x (5 nm/10 nm) multilayer, for which the oxygen content after air annealing is only 8.0 at.%. 
